AGRICULTURE KEY FUNCTIONALITY

The list below reflects key functionality for an area of interest on the Bloomberg Professional® service. Press the <Menu> key on the Bloomberg keyboard from any function to browse related tools. Press the <Help> key once from a function to learn more about what it does and how to use it.

> MAIN MENU
Agriculture Main Menu AGS
Agricultural Supply & Demand AGSD
Crop Calendar CCAL
Cash Grain & Carry Analysis GRCC
Commodity Price Forecasts CPFC
Commodity Arbitrage Calculator CARC**
Gross Planting Margins GRPM
Grain Tenders OTEN
Agriculture Monitor CPLY AGS

> AGRICULTURE MARKET ANALYSIS
Crush Spread Calculator CMSP*
Commodity Unit Conversion UNTC
Map Weather & Agriculture Prices BMAP
Global Weather Data WETR
Brazil Weather Analysis XLTP XWAB

> FINDING DATA & PRICES
Security Finder SECF*
Exchange Traded Contracts CTM
Fundamental Data Search FDM
Commodity Data Contributors CDAT
Agriculture Spot Prices AGGP
Commodities Market Monitor CMDS
Global Commodities Prices GLCO
Barge Freight BARG
Crop Conditions-Planalytics PLNA
Biofuel Markets BIOF
Brazil Agricultural Data OTC BR AGRI
Biofuel RINS STRF
Global Cash Commodity3 Prices COMT
Malaysia Palm Oil Prices POIL
Indonesia Palm Oil INPO
F.O. Licht FOLC
Foex Pulp & Paper Indices FOEX
Pulp & Paper Network PPNW
USDA Grain Basis GRRP

> CHARTS
Commodity Curve Analysis CCRV*
Commodity Technical Studies COSY
Seasonality Charting SEAG*
Chart Manager G*
Custom Ticker Creation CIX

> ELECTRONIC TRADING & RISK
Commodity Electronic Trading CMET
ET Order Routing to Counterparty EMSX*
Tradebook Futures Electronic Trading BTFF
Option Scenario Analysis OSA*
Portfolio Multi-Asset Risk Management MARS

> OPTION & VOLATILITY ANALYSIS
Most Active Options by Contract OMSC**
Option Monitor OMON*
Structure & Price Options & Strategies OVML*
Volatility Surface OVDV**
Volatility Graph GV*

*Denotes a single-security function
**Denotes a multiple-security function